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This article revisits the payments for environmental services (PES) concept and reviews existing PES definitions.
Based onWeberian philosophy of science, it is argued that an ideal PES type, strongly embedded in PES theory, is
needed to understand their logic. Many broader, empiricist definitions fail to distinguish PES from the larger ge-
neric family of positive environmental incentives, thus eroding their meaning by excessive vagueness. Arguably,
PES definitions should focus on describing a functional tool, rather than normatively integrating desirable PES
outcomes. A modified narrow PES definition is proposed, outlining conditionality as the single defining feature,
avoiding the buyer-seller terms, and linking PES to offsite externalities. Extensive explanatory guidelines address
many valid conceptual concerns raised in the recent PES literature.
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1. Introduction

The concept of environmental services (ES) has increasingly been
mainstreamed into environmental policies (Gómez-Baggethun et al.,
2010). Simultaneously, payments for environmental services (PES) con-
tinuously attract considerable attention among both scholars and con-
servation implementers (Muradian et al., 2013). A decade ago, I
proposed a simple PES definition (Wunder, 2005). PES implementation
and research during this past decade have been highly dynamic. Hence,
alternative PES definitions with substantially different emphasis and
delimitation have also been proposed, especially criticizing the 2005
definition for being so narrow that few real-world interventions fully
satisfy its five criteria. A broader PES definition would thus accordingly
be needed for a more inclusive PES debate. The definition has also been
seen as too market-based, allegedly missing out on alternative institu-
tional frameworks. Hence, the debate over the last decade justifies a
fresh look at the conceptual fundamentals.

The purpose of this article is to compare the different definitions,
their inherent logic and terminologies, and ultimately the implications
for PES design and implementation. The underlying questions relate
not only to the philosophy of science (why dowe need a PES definition,
and how precise should it be?), but also to pragmatic policy-making
(what steps are quintessential in implementing PES interventions)?
Hence, in the selection of defining terms, “competing preferences repre-
sent farmore thanword games” (Shelley, 2011:210). How to define PES
is not just a taxonomic quarrel inside the academic ivory tower, but just
iting the concept of paymen
as much a debate over what features are innovative in PES, and hence
quintessential to their implementation.

The article is structured as follows. First I discuss broad vs. narrow
definitions in the philosophy of science (Section 2). Then a systematic
overview of existing PES definitions is given (Section 3). In Section 4 fol-
lows a discussion of the proper terms composing PES. Finally, Section 5
proposes a clarified definition and extensive interpretative guidelines.
2. Definitions and the Philosophy of Science

As foreshadowed above, a key point of contention is how ‘narrowly’
versus ‘broadly’ PES should be defined. This question contains two sub-
aspects. First, how ‘precisely’ versus ‘vaguely’ should we delimit the PES
concept? Second, towhat extent should PES definitions be guided by in-
terpretations derived from PES theory, as compared to embracing the
larger family of similar initiatives? After dealing with these two ques-
tions, I propose four criteria to evaluate PES definitions.
2.1. Definitional Vagueness vs. Clarity

The quest for optimal definitional precision and conceptual clarity
has a long history in science. The traditional and dominant view has
been that “vagueness and ambiguity are to be avoided, though not at
all cost” (van der Steen, 1993:11). For environmental sciences in partic-
ular, it has been stated that “vagueness … is nonproductive because it
detracts from the ability to communicate effectively about habitat-
related subjects” (Hall et al., 1997:174). Being too vague arguably hin-
ders both theoretical deduction and empirical refutation of hypotheses.
ts for environmental services, Ecol. Econ. (2014), http://dx.doi.org/
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Furthermore, it may seduce researchers to stretch their theories beyond
the limits of validity.

Yet, some degree of scientific imprecision is inevitable, making judg-
ment calls necessary— as is sometimes illustrated by the paradox of the
heap.1 Austrian philosopher LudwigWittgenstein advanced the concept
of ‘family resemblance’ as a concept based on the degree of commonal-
ity across multiple criteria. Critics of this concept state that its extension
cannot be effectively delimited, creatingwhat has been called problems
of wide-open texture. In practice, degrees of vagueness are thus
bound to appear in most definitions, especially in the social sciences
(Andersen, 2000:313).

Nevertheless, some scholars argue that conceptual vagueness can be
outright desirable for scientific advance (Hodges, 2008). Strunz (2012)
used the example of social–ecological resilience as an innovative,
fuzzy field of “broad, multifaceted, and loosely organized cluster of con-
cepts” (ibid: 113). Vagueness, so the argument goes, could in particular
be justified in new scientific applications (that have not yet reached the
maturity of conceptual consolidation), rapidly moving interdisciplinary
areas (where researchers customarily use terms differently), or to solve
“wicked problems” (the ex ante formulation of which remains
contested).2 When combinations of these factors apply, degrees of
vagueness could help promoting greater inclusiveness in stakeholder
participation, stimulating creativity, and fostering adaptivity. Strunz
concludes that tradeoffs between vagueness and precision have to be
managed according to context: “sound empirical knowledge requires
conceptual precision but pragmatic and creative problem-solving may
benefit from conceptual vagueness.” (ibid: 118).

Where on this multidimensional tradeoff curve is PES currently po-
sitioned? Indeed, it is an area of interdisciplinarity, yet also with a dom-
inant theoretical basis in economics (Simpson and Sedjo, 1996; Ferraro,
2001; Ferraro and Simpson, 2002). The generic problem to solve is not
conceptually “wicked”, but well-framed: to correct for environmental
externalities (Pagiola and Platais, 2007; Engel et al., 2008). And while
PES is scientifically still fairly young, it is rapidly reaching levels of ma-
turity where calls for solid empirical knowledge are intensifying
(Pattanayak et al., 2010; Ferraro, 2011). Satisfying these legitimate
demands for, in Strunz' terminology, “sound empirical knowledge”
will also require more conceptual precision, and correspondingly less
vagueness.
2.2. Interpretative vs. Empiricist Approaches

Secondly, to what extent should a PES definition follow an applied
interpretation of a theory-based analytical framework, versus inclusive-
ly mirror the variety of established implementation practices? Does it
matter most what PES were conceptualized to be, or the way the ideas
currently are being practiced? The latter approach corresponds roughly
to Max Weber's ‘average type’ (Durchschnittstypus),3 the former to his
‘ideal type’ (Idealtypus).4 Weber believed ideal types were best suited
1 The first premise is that a large number (say, one million) of grains of sand together
constitute a heap of sand. The second premise is that a heap of sandminus one grain is still
a heap. The paradoxical question then iswhen iterations of premise 2 are repeated contin-
uously, when exactly would the diminishing bunch of sand lose its justification for being
denominated “a heap” — ultimately a judgment call.

2 Onemight add an additional factor to Strunz' list: in action research settingswhere re-
searchers have to communicate with decision-makers, some further vagueness may also
be called for, to the extent researchers and decision-makers do not share the same
terminology.

3 In later interpretations, Weber's “average type” has also been denominated as “real
type”.

4 “An ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view
and by the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasion-
ally absent concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those
onesidedly emphasized viewpoints into a unified analytical construct” (Weber, 1949
[1904]: 147).
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for conceptualizations, because we cannot understand a particular phe-
nomenon just by describing the multiple actions of its participants. To
interpret these actions functionally, we may first have to abstract from
the diversity in which they manifest themselves in reality. As summa-
rized eloquently by Kuchenbrod (1999):

“The ideal type is formulated primarily from a pragmatic research
point of view. It needs not be ‘true’ in the sense of blending
seamlessly with reality, but it must be useful to the research process
by elucidating interesting problems. Logically, the ideal type is
formed by featuring individual components of the research
object within a conceptual construct— especially those components
that distinguish it most clearly from similar or related objects,
with which it could potentially be subsumed under one generic
term. These ‘ideal’ and ‘purist’ mental structures are conceptually
easier to comprehend, while real historical diversity is harder
to frame. But this multiplicity can then be related to the ideal
type; it appears as a ‘contaminated’ form, with a small or largemea-
surable ‘deviation’ from the conceptual ideal” (my translation from
German).

As will be shown below, the twoWeberian terms are at the heart of
the debate about PES concepts: my own narrow definition (Wunder,
2005) mirrors the functioning of an ideal PES type, whereas various
broader concepts integrating ‘PES-like’ initiatives under their umbrella
are ‘average type’ definitions trying to read the landscape of self-
denominated PES schemes.
2.3. Desirable Features of a PES Definition

Someobservations from this sectionmay serve us below for examin-
ing alternative PES terms and definitions. Specifically, what attributes
wouldwewelcome in a sound and operational PES definition? I propose
the following conceptual features:

I. Consistent and precise enough for generating empirical knowl-
edge: Definitions should not be internally contradictory, and
with Strunz (2012), we should avoid excessive vagueness: we
would not want our PES definition to slip between our fingers
like wet soap when we try to get an empirical grip.

II. Distinctive in function from indirect positive incentives: In Max
Weber's spirit, we would want PES to be separable from the ge-
neric family of other positive environmental incentives. PES the-
ory was developed particularly as a direct alternative to indirect
tools, such as integrated conservation and development projects
(ICDP).5 One litmus test is thus whether a definition is capable to
clearly distinguish PES from ICDP.

III. Robust to intertemporal variations in implementation: A good
PES definition should be insensitive towards minor time-bound
variations in implementation and outcomes of an intervention,
i.e. avoiding hyper-sensitive classification swaps between PES
and non-PES categories.

IV. Simple enough to remember: As an Albert Einstein quote
says: “Make things as simple as possible, but not simpler.”6 A
good PES definition should not compromise precision, but also
avoid redundancies and excessive complexity. One hands-on
simplicity test is whether we would picture a practitioner to be
able to remember the definition after having read it three
times: if not, then the definition may have been phrased overly
complex.
5 See e.g. Simpson and Sedjo (1996), Ferraro (2001), or Ferraro and Kiss (2002).
6 There is doubt whether (andwhen) Einstein actually expressed himself in these exact

words, or whether somebody else summarized his thoughts in this way (http://
quoteinvestigator.com/2011/05/13/einstein-simple/#more-2363).
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3. Existing PES Definitions: An Overview

3.1. User vs. Government-Financed PES

In the definition from almost a decade ago (Wunder, 2005:3), I char-
acterized PES by five criteria: “(1) a voluntary transaction where (2) a
well-defined service (or a land-use likely to secure that service) (3) is
being ‘bought’ by a (minimum one) ES buyer (4) from a (minimum
one) ES provider (5) if and only if the ES provider secures ES provision
(conditionality).” In essence, PES is thus defined as an integration of a
user fee with a targeted, conditional subsidy. Over the years, this PES
definition became the most widely accepted globally.7

However, collaborative case-comparative work quickly triggered
a further distinction. The above PES type was by default labeled
“Coasean” 8 (Pagiola and Platais, 2007), “private” (Wunder, 2005) or
“user-financed” (Engel et al., 2008). Yet, in a “government-financed”
PES variant, a centralized public administration finances payments, act-
ing as a buyer on behalf of private service end-users (Engel et al., 2008;
Wunder et al., 2008). Government-financed PES are particularly com-
mon for globally transcending ES with public good character (non-
rival, non-excludable) (Farley and Costanza, 2010). For instance, for
biodiversity-related ES pure Coasean deals are extremely difficult to or-
ganize, given the huge scope for free-riding among ES users.

3.2. Environmental Economics Definitions

In the emerging debate, several alternative PES definitions have
been proposed (Table 1). Here we start with the ones closest to my
own, inwhat Luca Tacconi called “the environmental economics school”
(Tacconi, 2012). He concluded that Coasean PES definitions focused on
buyers and sellers are too narrow, and suggested that:

“A PES scheme is a transparent system for the additional provision of
environmental services through conditional payments to voluntary
providers.” (ibid: 35).

This definition deliberately does not specify who pays on the de-
mand side (nor whether those payments would be voluntary), while
keeping all othermain features fromWunder (2005) intact (incl. condi-
tionality). Notably, Tacconi adds environmental additionality (i.e. incre-
mental services being delivered) and transparency as criteria.

Similarly, Sommerville et al. (2009) characterize PES as an umbrella
term for a set of resource-management tools based on the philosophy of
implementing conditional positive incentives. In their view, PES are:

“Approaches that aim to (1) transfer positive incentives to environ-
mental service providers that are (2) conditional on the provision of
that service”. They add two defining principles: “successful imple-
mentation is based on a consideration of (1) additionality and
(2) varying institutional contexts.” (ibid: 2).

Hence, conditionality is identified as key, whereas service definition,
buyers, and sellers become implicit features. PES are seen as not always
voluntary, even on the provider side (e.g. when illegal land uses are
subject to regulatory threat). Like Tacconi, Sommerville et al. use
additionality as a defining principle.

Is the inclusion of additionality desirable? It could be problematic,
since it depends on an ex post evaluation of PES impacts. For instance,
7 For Google Scholar internet searches of the terms “payments for environmental ser-
vices” and the sometimes preferred “payments for ecosystem services” (see also Section 4),
Wunder (2005) constitutes with 1045 citations the most referenced paper (accessed 1 Au-
gust 2014). By far most authors cite the paper specifically for its PES definition.

8 Coase (1960) had criticized the universal application of the “polluter pays” principle
(Pigou, 1924), showing that negative environmental externalities might often be solved
preferably through privately negotiated deals between the affected parties (polluter vs.
polluted). Yet, his preconditions include well-defined ‘rights to pollute’ and low transac-
tion costs of negotiating deals.
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the pioneer reference to PES in developing countries has been Costa
Rica's national PES program, implemented since 1996. Various recent
impact evaluations have revealed the programmay have had very little
additionality (e.g. Pattanayak et al., 2010). Should we then after almost
two decades of implementation declare to the world: “this is actually
not PES, since we now know that it was largely non-additional”? The
proposed additionality criterion may also decrease robustness (defini-
tional standard III). For instance, Costa Rica recently introduced ES spa-
tial targeting practices that may suddenly have increased additionality.
This would mean that from year X to Y, this was not a PES, but after the
design change it became one— a definitional sensitivity that is not help-
ful. Also, “successful implementation” (Sommerville et al.) of other,
non-PES environmental interventions depends equally on achieving
additionality. If we included this outcome criterion in their respective
definitions, could an ineffective forest law not be labeled “a law”, or a
paper park not be labeled a protected area? In conclusion, we better
not mix impact assessments into concepts and definitions.

Finally, Porras et al. (2008) conclude their review of 95 watershed
PES by noting that the Wunder (2005) definition excludes ‘PES-like’
programs with non-market institutional arrangements, e.g. funded
though taxes and other non-voluntary sources, such as obligatory user
fees. Three PES principles are thus first being featured:

1. Environmental externality addressed through a payment
2. Voluntary in principle on the supply side
3. Conditionality in principle on pre-agreed land uses

A modified PES definition thus follows:

“A transaction in which a supplier or seller of the ecosystem service is
responding to the offer of compensation froma single ormultiple ben-
eficiaries (NGO, private party, local or central government entity) and/
or a beneficiary separate from the sellerwhich is not a central govern-
ment entity, compensation is conditional upon the landmanagement
practices specified by the program, and the voluntary component is
only attached to the supply-side of the transaction in that the provider
‘voluntarily’ enters in to the contract.” (Porras et al, 2012: 7)

What is new in this (quite long) definition? We have voluntariness
on the provider side only (as Tacconi), distinguishing users vs. buyers
and government vs. intermediaries, conditionality based on land-use
proxies rather than service delivery, and target ES being specified as
externalities. Even though this definition is not “simple to remember”
(criterion IV), all three synthetic observations are very useful for our dis-
cussion below.

3.3. “Compensation and Rewards” Based Definitions

This group of conceptual contributionswas inspired bywork done at
theWorld Agroforestry Center (ICRAF), in particular its Southeast Asian
program for Rewarding Upland Poor for the Environmental Services
they provide (RUPES). It was empirically supported by an ICRAF-led
global PES scoping exercise with broad institutional participation.9 It
also links well to observers perceiving ES and pro-poor welfare out-
comes as inseparably linked (Rosa et al., 2003; Shilling and Osha, 2003).

Principally three points of critique are raised vis-a-vis the Wunder
(2005) definition (Swallow et al., 2009; van Noordwijk et al., 2012).
First, conditionality and voluntariness are not binary features, but rather
moving targets on sliding scales of degree. Second, monetary payments
as “transfer of financial capital” are too narrow a currency for the type of
incentives that can be effectively exchanged between service users and
providers, ranging from in-kind benefits to recognition, and to the
9 Consortium members included besides ICRAF the World Conservation Union (IUCN),
Forest Trends, Ecoagriculture Partners, Institute for Social and Economic Change,
Corporación Grupo Randi Randi, United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), the
African Centre for Technology Studies, and International Development Research Centre
(IDRC).
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conditional provision of land rights to local people (Suyanto, 2007).
Through joint strategies involving the exchange of multiple assets,
eventually “buyers and sellers become co-investors in cross-linked sys-
tems” (van Noordwijk et al., 2012: 397). Third, a conceptual distinction
is proposed between ES providers' entitlement-based “compensations”
and the effort-based “rewards” they may receive as incentives (van
Noordwijk et al, 2007).

These observations also logically result in a broader definition,10

several subcategories, and more complex relationships between ES
users and providers (Namirembe et al., 2014). Van Noordwijk et al
(2007: 9) thus conceptualize the broader “compensation and reward
mechanisms for environmental services” (CRES) with the following
criteria and indicators:

1. Realistic: Effectively mitigates, reduces or avoids threats to ES for all
parties involved;

2. Voluntary: Engagement involves choice rather than being the object
of regulation;

3. Conditional: Service and rewards or compensation are dynamically
linked;

4. Pro-poor: Mechanisms selected are positively biased towards disad-
vantaged stakeholders.

Conceptual novelties here are that environmental additionality is
coined as effectively addressing threats, and PES are also to achieve
pro-poor outcomes. A later synthesis article from the global PES scoping
exercise has a slightly different CRES definition11:

“Wedefine CRES as follows: contractual arrangements and negotiat-
ed agreements among ecosystem stewards, environmental service
beneficiaries, or intermediaries, for the purpose of enhancing, main-
taining, reallocating or offsetting damage to environmental ser-
vices.” (Swallow et al., 2009:5).

Conditionality no longer features in this definition; voluntariness is
only indirectly represented (through negotiation or contracts). In turn,
the demand side is more specifically described (although not mention-
ing governments), as is the variability in the nature of ES provided. The
type of arrangement still includes co-investments but also eco-
certification, i.e. material products verified to have been produced bun-
dled with environmental benefits (Milder et al., 2010).

Several conceptual elements from the global scoping synthesis can
be traced back to an earlier pan-American PES assessment by Salvador-
an NGO PRISMA (Rosa et al., 2003): the term “compensations” is pre-
ferred over (monetary) payments, including enhanced community
rights and collective action, and focus on farmer-provided landscape-
level ES (rather than set-aside conservation), promoting greater likeli-
hood of pro-poor outcomes. Shelley (2011), formerly working with
PRISMA, concludes a thorough review of existing PES definitions with
a slight CRES modification. His “compensation and rewards for ecosys-
tem service stewardship (CRESS)” adds an “S” for stewardship, arguing
that ES are jointly generated by humans andnature, and thus not owned
by people (Shelley, 2011: 220-22).

For all “compensation and rewards” definitions, we can observe a
marked sensitivity towards institutional diversity, fairness, and multi-
dimensional goals of PES interventions. However, some caveats also
apply. First, if pro-poor impacts are being elevated to be part of CRES,
we could get the sameproblems as for additionality12: if subsequent im-
pact assessments call pro-poor effects into doubt, would we then have
to ex post backtrack on our classification? If the pro-poor status changes
10 As Swallow et al. (2009: 5) conclude: “Although this definition (Wunder, 2005) has
been generally accepted by economists working on market-based instruments for envi-
ronmental policy, it suffers from being too restrictive.”
11 We thus also treat it as a separate column in Table 1.
12 In principle, the notion of “effectively addressing environmental threats” (van
Noordwijk et al., 2007 and Table 1) is also something we can only meaningfully assess
once we are well into the implementation of a PES program, and is thus subject to the
same constraints as the definitions including environmental additionality.
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over time, would we have to swap in and out of classifications?13 And
what if simply none of the participating agents happen to be poor?
We can find PES examples fromboth developed14 and developing coun-
tries15 where both ES users and providers belong to better-off social
strata, and poverty alleviation is thus a non-issue. Could these hence
not be labeled PES programs, while functional lookalikes, with some
poor people being present and benefited, would be? This would hardly
seem to be desirable. Once again, it may be unfortunate to have norma-
tive features about what we would like PES to achieve dictate the way
we define the instrument up front.

Secondly, when looking at the CRES(S) concepts and their complex
sub-numbered under-categories,16 the subtle question emerges why
all these instruments have to be gathered under the same umbrella —

given that several of the instruments in question (ICDP, ecocertification,
ecotourism, etc.) have their own established literatures, with distinct
design features. For instance, vanNoordwijk et al. (2012) provide an ex-
cellent, broadly contextualized PES literature review, and conclude that
“[i]n practice, most of the currently known PES applications in the tro-
pics…involve linkages of complex systems in buyer and seller commu-
nities, involving exchanges of multiple asset types” (ibid: 396-7):
they allegedly look more like co-investments, and are thus better
summarized by CRES. Yet the authors also realistically admit that co-
investments are not fully PES: “It appears that the co-investment para-
digm seeks a middle ground between ICDP and PES concepts, with par-
tial conditionality” (ibid: 397). Hence, why not leave the co-investment
strategies as a hybrid of the well-defined PES and ICDP concepts, rather
than creating a super-umbrella of CRES, and force it to somehow simul-
taneously embrace PES, ICDP, co-investments, and several other envi-
ronmental management tools?17

Finally, are CRES' broader currencies of reward compatible with con-
ditionality? In other words, can they be effectively withdrawn in cases
of ES providers' insufficient compliance? In case of conditional tenure
rights (Suyanto, 2007),withdrawalmay in principle be possible, though
at large political costs. In case of co-investments, similar dilemmas as for
ICDP emerge: the school or the roadhas already been built at sunk costs,
and leverage on ES providers is reduced. Experimentation with mixed
forms, such as partially conditional ICDP, could indeed be interesting,
but should we necessarily label those as PES?

3.4. Ecological Economics Approach

Following Tacconi's (2012) classification, PES definitions from the
environmental economics school are being challenged mainly by eco-
logical economics scholars. I would count Alain Karsenty's contribution
as one of those (Karsenty, 2011):

“[t]his definition (Wunder, 2005) uses market terminology (buying,
selling), which implies that the services have been appropriated pri-
or to the transaction (one can only sell what one possesses). Howev-
er, environmental services are qualities associated with elements
(for example the quality of water flowing through a drainage basin,
or the carbon storage capacity of a forest) that cannot be appropriat-
ed. (ibid: 1)”
13 This could happenwhen, for instance, a number of poor service providers in an ES tar-
get area get bought out by richer landowners.
14 For example, a PES program run by WWF and RFF in the Northern Everglades (USA)
compensates large ranchers for changed wetlandmanagement; none of the land of ES in-
terest is being owned by poor people (Shabman and Lynch, 2013).
15 In Heredia (Costa Rica), a regional PES scheme pays a series of wealthy, mostly recre-
ational landowners forwatershed protection, because those are the people that happen to
occupy the environmentally sensitive upper watershed (Kosoy et al., 2007).
16 For instance, CES1, CES2, RES1 and RES2 are being listed in Swallow et al. (2009).
17 Keeping these concepts apart does certainly not preclude an acknowledgement of
similarities of tools (PES, eco-certification, CRES-type of co-investments).with “an orienta-
tion that recognizes the externalities [and] provides incentives for ecosystem stewardship
that require conditionality” (Barry Shelley, pers.comm. 18 June 2014).
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His alternative definition is kept deliberately broad in every respect
(agents, action, and space):

“PES is a payment to an agent for services provided to other agents
(wherever they may be in space and time) by means of a deliberate
action aimed at preserving, restoring or increasing an environmental
service agreed by the parties.” (Karsenty, 2011:1).

The idea that “one can only sell what one possesses” arguably rests
on a generalized misperception about the service economy. Due to ser-
vice intangibility, exchange of property rights is usually not required in
service trade: a teacher does not own the provision of knowledge, a
house cleaner has no patented right to cleanliness, and a dentist does
not own his clients' teeth.18 Following Shelley (2011), ES instead
imply the provision of stewardship in ways where humans and nature
interact.

The primary representative of the ecological economics conceptual
PES critique is Muradian et al. (2010:1205), who define PES as:

“A transfer of resources between social actors, which aims to create
incentives to align individual and/or collective land use decisions
with the social interest in the management of natural resources”.

This definition, used in their own special PES section of this journal,
aswell as a subsequent one (Farley andCostanza, 2010), is now the like-
ly most popular ‘broad’ PES definition, after the ‘narrow’ Wunder
(2005).19 Again, thepurpose is towiden the institutional set-ups and in-
centive types, especially beyond pure markets. It is sometimes seen as
“farmore in linewith ecological economics, in which ecological sustain-
ability and just distribution take precedence over market efficiency in
further social interests” (Farley and Costanza, 2010:2063).

There are various similarities to Karsenty's definition (e.g. generic
“actors” vs. “agents” on supply and demand sides), but arguably the
Muradian et al. definition is broader (using “incentives” instead of “pay-
ments”, no hint at conditionality). Arguably, we could accommodate
just about every environmental policy instruments with an economic
component under this umbrella: ICDPs, ecocertification, subsidies, tax
exemptions, “co-investments” and co-management agreements (as for
“rewards and compensations”), and cap-and-trade schemes. All these
imply “a transfer of resources” to influence “land use decisions”. Note
that the floor is also open to environmental taxes, fees, and fines:
these can equally aim “to create incentives to align … land use” — just
negative incentives, which unlike in other incentive-based definitions
(e.g. Sommerville et al., 2009) are not excluded here. Is PES thus in the
ecological economics view a one-size-fits-all term for any economic in-
strument in the environmental policy toolbox?

In fact, there is one aspect where the Muradian et al. (2010) is
narrower than any other definition in Table 1 (incl. Wunder, 2005): in
terms of welfare impacts, incentives have to “align … decision with
the social interest”. Imagine now a micro-watershed PES, where a few
downstream water users compensate some upstream farmers to stop
encroaching on steep slopes subject to high erosion and stream sedi-
mentation. As a result, upstream farmers now move to expand instead
into remoter forestlands that do not trigger sedimentation, but the con-
version ofwhich has high costs for habitat loss of birds endemic to those
forests. Is thenet result a land-usemove that is in “the social interest”? It
may not be, if in the tradeoff of social interests the loss of endemic bio-
diversity is of greater concern to society than what a few water users
gain in water quality. Consequently, if net social welfare gains are
negative, according to Muradian et al. (2010) this could not be called a
18 Wikipedia says about “service (economy)”: “Service provision is often an economic
activity where the buyer does not generally, except by exclusive contract, obtain exclusive
ownership of the thing purchased.”
19 On 14 January 2014, the Muradian et al. (2010) article had been cited 271 times on
Google Scholar, a large share of which is likely due to the use of their PES definition.
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Table 2
Popularity of key concepts: hits on Google searches.

Transfer/action “Environmental
services”

“Ecosystem
services”

Total

1 None 1,390,000 286,000 1,676,0002
2 “Payments for” 931,000 865,000 1,796,000
3 “Payments for” (Google scholar) 6120 4540 10,660
4 Payments for (no quotes) 21,200,000 1,520,000 22,720,000
5 “Compensation for” 74,000 27,900 101,900
6 “Rewards for” 70,700 111,000 181,700
7 “Compensation and rewards for” 42,000 7600 49,600
8 “Co-investment in” 7 3 10
9 “Incentives for” 125,000 29,400 154,400
10 Total (2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8) 1,242,707 1,040,903 2,283,610

Notes:
(1) Searches 15 January 2014 in https://www.google.com and http://scholar.google.com/
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PES scheme— although by all of its mechanisms and functions (the five
criteria from Wunder, 2005), it certainly looks like one. What then
should we call such an initiative?

The problemhere is that alignment “with social interest” is a norma-
tive impact prescription that does not specify scale (is the “social inter-
est” local, national, or global?), nor the tradeoffs in interests that may
occur between these scales, and between different environmental ser-
vice users. It also ignores that not all environmental services are public;
some are club goods (as in this example), and yet others are fully private
(e.g. when the only downstreamuser is a private brewery), and thus not
necessarily correlated directly to “the social interest”. Hence, this is yet
another example where a definition including intended ‘good’ impacts
comes to look politically correct — as it did to Farley and Costanza
(2010) — but in fact complicates our task of framing a phenomenon
with the needed conceptual clarity.
using Internet Explorer 9, in-private browsing mode.
(2) For transfer, we used singularis form (compensation, co-investment) when these had
higher total hits than the pluralis form. Similarly, we combinedwith “in” and “for” so as to
maximize hits.
4. Dissecting the PES Term

4.1. Popularity of Terms

In the previous section, we have emphasized the right-hand side of
the definitional equation: how is PES functionality explained in various
definitions? In this section, we will discuss the left-hand side: how do
we call the proper mechanism? What transfer (“payment” vs. alterna-
tives) and nature-related action (“environmental services” vs. alterna-
tives) terms have been used?

First, an operational definition should in principle not have identical
terms on the two sides; yet various definitions in Table 1 violate that
consistency principle. For instance, Karsenty (2011:11) in his definition
(cited fully in Section 3) uses all three terms on both the right- and left-
hand sides: “PES is a payment…for services… aimed at…an environ-
mental service”. If one explains terms by using the same terms in the ex-
planation, such causal circularitymay reduce the aimed-for definition to
an annotated acronym list.

Second, Table 2 gives us a quick impression of how popular different
(combinations of) terms from Table 1 are, using contemporary searches
in Google and Google Scholar. 20 as rough indicators. As we can see,
“payments”21 is clearly leading the economic resource transfer terms:
its use outpaces the second-listed “rewards” by factor 9, “incentives”
by factor 11, and “compensation” by factor 16. On the natural action
side, “environmental services” is both per se and in all combinations
(except with “rewards” term) more popular than its competitor “eco-
system services” — in some cases with a large gap. As one earlier assess-
ment of this type shows, this wide margin has existed for at least a
decade.22

Finally, outside the Anglophone sphere, in the Spanish-language PES
literature “payments for environmental services” (pagos por servicios
ambientales) dominates the corresponding “ecosystem” term (pagos
por servicios ecosistémicos) by a wide margin.23 This is important since
much PES implementation has been done in Latin America (S. Pagiola,
pers.comm., 4 June 2014). Indeed, the English-language “payments
for environmental services” term itself seems to originate from a trans-
lation of the Costa Rican PSA term (Derissen and Latacz-Lohmann,
2013).
20 The Google search engines were deliberately preferred over Scopus, so as to include
more practitioner-oriented uses that go beyond academics.
21 I tried both plural and singular forms, and generally then selected the ones that gave
higher hits (for details, see Table 2 note #2).
22 Pagiola and Platais (2007: Box 2:3) found inMay 2007 (and before in July 2004) over
41,000 (758) hits for ‘payment for environmental services’, 12,700 (117) for ‘payment for
ecosystem services’.
23 A Google search on 4 August 2014 returned 1.1 million hits for “pagos por servicios
ambientales” vs. just 0.2 million hits for “pagos por servicios ecosistémicos”.
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4.2. Nature-Related Action

Popularity aside, do the two ES, “environmental services” and “eco-
system services”, mean something substantially different? In fact, the
two terms are widely used as synonyms, including in the PES debate
and in popularized media.24 Some observers see the phenomenon “re-
ferred to as ‘payments for ecosystem services’ (when the emphasis is
on enhancing ‘nature’ services) or ‘payments for environmental ser-
vices’ (when amenities provided by the built environment are also in-
cluded)” — yet then go on to use the single acronym “PES” for both
(Bulte et al., 2008:245). In practice, even this distinction may get
blurred, since nature-related services always require human action
coupled with the environment, coordinating biophysical and socioeco-
nomic processes: both human and natural elements are always present,
although to a variable degree. Some scholars see ecosystem services as a
subcategory under environmental services (Muradian et al, 2010:2012),
and others vice versa (Derissen and Latacz-Lohmann, 2013:14). My
slight preference is for “environmental” over “ecosystem”, since many
PES rewarded actions (e.g. tree planting on steep slopes, riparian vege-
tative regeneration, or biodiversity-friendly cropping practices) are not
necessarily “systemic” nor bundled (Wunder, 2005), but instead repre-
sent pragmatic marginal changes in land management practices, with
likely tradeoffs among ES from the same ecosystem. Nevertheless, in
practice both terms are used so similarly and interchangeably that a dis-
tinction between them probably is the least important conceptual di-
mension of PES (Shelley, 2011).

One reason some PES observers prefer the “ecosystem services”
term is because it was popularized by the prestigious Millennium Eco-
system Assessment (MEA) (e.g. Shelley, 2011). Yet, the MEA has argu-
ably caused some confusion by labeling material products as so-called
“provisioning services”, although their product character (tangibility,
divisibility, excludability, internalized benefits) sets them fully apart
from genuine services (Buyers, 2008). Hence, designing PES for “provi-
sioning services” is unthinkable, as landowners fully control harvested
benefits, and can typically charge for their use directly. Following the
logic of the MEA, we should perhaps rather talk about “payments for
regulating services” (carbon sequestration, water purification, etc.),
where most externalities are concentrated? Yet, some “cultural ser-
vices” can also be rewarded through PES (e.g. recreational benefits in
the Costa Rican PSA). Alternatively, the total economic valuation
24 For instance,Wikipedia (accessed 16 January 2014) actually redirects a search for “en-
vironmental services” to “ecosystem serves”, and notes: “Humankind benefits fromamul-
titude of resources and processes that are supplied by ecosystems. Collectively, these
benefits are known as ecosystem services and include products like clean drinking water
and processes such as the decomposition of wastes.” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Environmental_services).
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28 “Financial compensation (disambiguation)” is the most relevant category of use
among several meanings identified by Wikipedia, which then distinguishes various sub-
categories: reimbursement for damages, for nationalization, payment, and remuneration
(accessed 19 January 2014).
29 Wikipedia defines a reward as “a positive stimulus that can be presented in the pro-
cess of reinforcing behavior”. The Free Dictionary says: “Something given or received in
recompense for worthy behavior or in retribution for evil acts.” Finally, the Oxford Dictio-
nary expresses: “a thing given in recognition of one's service, effort, or achievement” (all
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framework, pre-dating the MEA, holds the externality-oriented catego-
ry of “indirect use values”, which is overlappingmore closely with a PES
scope (Pagiola and Platais, 2007). However, many payments for preser-
vation of biodiversity fall into alternative non-use categories of exis-
tence and option values.

More interesting than the distinction between the two discussed ‘E’s
is thus the third ‘E’: the externalities PES were explicitly designed for
(e.g. Ferraro and Simpson, 2002). Externality is “the cost or benefit that
affects a party who did not choose to incur that cost or benefit”
(Buchanan and Stubblebine, 1962). As noted in the criticisms above, ex-
ternalities were not explicitly teased out in Wunder (2005). But is it for
all externalities that we need PES schemes? Imagine a farmer who be-
sides his agricultural business is running a small nature tourism opera-
tion on his property. Farming activities surely have the potential to
interfere negatively with visiting tourists' recreational experience (e.g.
expansion of crops into forest, noisy farm machinery, cattle trotting hik-
ing trails). But the farmer needs not sign a PES contractwith his visitors to
receive compensation for curbing these agricultural externalities jeopar-
dizing the recreational ES: he can just charge a premium on overnight
visitors, or an entree fee on day trippers.

This fits with the observation that some community-based ecotour-
ism programs clearly fit the five PES criteria from Wunder (2005), yet
the externality problem does not call for the typical PES contract
(Naidoo et al., 2011). The implication is that the spatial divide between
ES provision and use is decisive: the subset of offsite externalities (e.g.
downstream water uses, global warming) call for PES contracts, while
externalities for ES consumed on the site of provision can be internal-
ized otherwise (see Section 5).

Finally, a critique ofWunder (2005) above is that ES provision is fre-
quently guaranteed through stewardship processes — more so when
there is no well-defined landownership (Shelley, 2011; Swallow et al.,
2009), whereas the underlying services may actually seldom be “well-
defined” (Farley and Costanza, 2010). Likewise, PES conditionality is
often (inwatershed PES, practically always) based on landmanagement
proxies (Porras et al., 2008), rather than a more complex measurement
of actual services delivered, which are mediated by natural fluctuations
and third-party effects (Salzman, 2009). These are useful observations
to keep in mind for Section 5.

4.3. Economic Transfer Terms

As Table 2 showed, “payments” is the clearly dominating term, com-
pared to “reward”, “compensation”, “incentives” and “co-investment”—
and, I believe, for good reasons: it is neutral enough to cover a sufficient-
ly wide spectrum of relevant value transfers (cash vs. in-kind, markets
vs. two-party transactions or to/from government).25 Notably, pay-
ments go in scope much beyond markets, reflecting an increasing con-
sensus that PES are only exceptionally being realized through markets
(Wunder, 2013), and that even the term “market-based” is severely
overstretched (Lapeyre and Pirard, 2013).

“Co-investment” is, as recognized by its inventors, a rather special
case. Investment by definition requires capital outlays for asset creation
in the expectation of future returns.26 Yet, we also have PES-type trans-
fers ‘for inaction’, as in avoided deforestation; any assets involved here
remain intangible at best (e.g. social capital). All other popular terms
from Table 2 are much closer in meaning, only separated by nuances.
“Incentive” is functionally linked to ES providers' changed behavior27;
it is less apt though than “payment” for portraying user-side fees. “Com-
pensation” has a clear connation of reimbursement to breakeven for
25 Wikipedia defines as follows (accessed 1 January 2014): “A payment is the transfer of
an item of value from one party (such as a person or company) to another in exchange for
the provision of goods, services or both, or to fulfill a legal obligation.”
26 Wikipedia (accessed 19 January 2014).states: “investment is putting money into an
asset with the expectation of capital appreciation, dividends, and/or interest earnings”.
27 “An incentive is something that motivates an individual to perform an action”
(Wikipedia, accessed 19 January 2014).
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damages suffered,28 and may thus fail to honor the legitimate aspira-
tions of service providers to profit and make welfare gains from PES,
over and above their ES provision costs. “Reward(s)”, the second-most
popular term, also conveys the notion of an incentive to providers
(less than a payment by users), has stronger undertones of reinforcing
(already practiced) good behavior, and can also be used for negative
stimuli.29 Some of these terms could also be linked to generalized enti-
tlements. For instance, if avoided deforestation earned “rewards” or
“compensations”, then Finnish and Siberian forest owners, or indeed
any resource steward leaving trees standing instead of felling them,
might rightfully make a claim.

In fact, the terms “payments”, “rewards”, compensation”, and
“incentives” all express functional aspects that any PES scheme should
fulfill. For instance, a program fully focused on cost-effective ES
additionality would seek to pay providers cost “compensation” and
only minor “incentives” on top; one that strongly stresses PES fairness
would feature ample “rewards” for desirable behavior. Arguably all PES
interventions have to somehow manage tradeoffs between (short-run)
environmental efficiency and fairness, so as to achieve their goals.
Hence, some flavors of rewards, compensation, and incentives all have
to be present in the PES recipe. My sense is that “payments” remains
the best umbrella term for this spicymultifunctionalmix, as a transaction
transferring value from ES users (or a government) to ES providers.30
5. Conclusion: Guidelines on how to Conceptualize PES

5.1. PES or not PES — is That Really the Question?

In this article, I have argued that the way we define tools such as PES
has important implications for howweeventually design and implement
them. From the philosophy of science, wewouldwant a PES definition to
be sufficiently precise for empirical use, robust to small intertemporal
variations in implementation, and not constructed in a too complicated
way. Perhapsmost importantly, inWeberian terms the definition should
be able to effectively distinguish PES from other resembling members of
the family of positive environmental incentives, which PES could easily
be confounded with. For PES, that refers first to the close cousin of eco-
premiums providing ES rewards through certification, but work through
(and vary in size with) markets for the host products they functionally
are bundled with.31 Quintessentially, PES should conceptually be clearly
separated from ICDPs — the standard indirect way of investing in envi-
ronmentally more benign livelihoods while providing incentives, which
PES were thought to be an alternative to.32 If we fail to do so, and suc-
cumb to the empiricist temptation of embracing all resembling family
members, i.e. classifying all positive environmental incentives as PES,
then we implicitly come to nullify the logic that in the first place
underpinned the emergence of PES, and thatmakes them function differ-
ently. Consequently, any conceptual analysis of PES initiativeswould also
lose focus, by mixing apples with oranges. This conceptual mix-up is a
potential danger with empiricist definitions, such as those inspired by
the ecological economics school (Muradian et al., 2010; Karsenty,
accessed 19 January 2014).
30 The proper words “transaction” or “transfer” are equally generic and neutral.
However, given the popularity of the “payment” term, and arguably no major drawbacks
to its use, there seems to be no reason to substitute it.
31 See Ferraro and Simpson (2005) for the differences in functionality between PES and
eco-certified products.
32 For functional comparisons of PES and ICDPs, see Ferraro (2001) and Ferraro and Kiss
(2002).
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2011), and to some extent also the compensations and rewards type
(van Noordwijk et al., 2007; Swallow et al., 2009; Shelley, 2011).

But why do we see an increasing popularity of very broad PES defi-
nitions? Why do the same authors not simply use a “positive environ-
mental incentives” label, which arguably describes their scope much
more accurately? Why flock insistently around PES? First, PES are cur-
rently seen as innovative (and thus have a dynamic community of prac-
tice), and are also highly popular with donors — sometimes beyond
realistic expectations about under which preconditions PES can thrive
(Wunder, 2013). Hence, there are usually tangible rewards for riding
the PES train, and incentives for continuously widening their definition,
so as to make more train seats available.33 Second, many observers rec-
ognize the strengths of the PES model, but remain skeptical of its socio-
economic impacts in its purest form, e.g. on landless people. Out of this
concern comes a desire to improve on PES outcomes from the conceptu-
al side (includingwith elements from other tools), i.e. “holding onto the
promise of PES by trying tomake some relative of PES work in effective,
sustainable, and just ways” (Barry Shelley, pers.comm., 18 June 2014).

Several of thedefinitions referred to abovehave thus tried to integrate
normative elements of what PES should achieve with respect to poverty,
justice, and environmentally additionality. In fact, one contribution goes a
step further by outlining a definition of the type of PES schemes that
would be needed to make a combination of desirable outcomes more
likely (Pirard et al., 2010).34 This is an interesting thought experience,
and in the abovemy intention has not been to downplay these legitimate
concerns about PES impacts and tradeoffs. But in this article I have argued
that definitions and implementation guidelines are best kept distinct
from each other, so as to not deliberately blend our functional concepts
with our normative perceptions of desirable outcomes.

Does a Weberian narrow PES definition not leave too few initiatives
as ‘pure PES’, and too many in the gray zone of ‘PES-like’? First, in our
2008 Special Issue of this journal (Engel et al., 2008; Wunder et al.,
2008), we discussed a dozen of initiatives with close approximation to
our definition (Wunder, 2005), plus its government-financed variant,
proving the Weberian criteria of feasibility in real life (together with
logical consistency and rationality) was satisfied. Yet, we also had with-
in the editorial team constructive discussions about border cases, and
how important their deviation from ideal PES types was. After all, the
prime function of conceptualization is not to put a stamp on real-
existing objects to lock them into a drawer, labeled e.g. “PES”. Recent re-
search shows that the degree of deviation from a PES Idealtypus is also
measurable, as called for by Weber.35 Conceptual models often appear
in reality only in contaminated forms, but that does not per se invalidate
their usefulness— as discussed already by Engels (1895) on the concept
of feudalism.36 Also, real-world PES usually appear in policy mixes
33 Yet, we do begin to see also the opposite mechanisms, i.e. interventions that clearly
satisfy the PES criteria (and used to be called PES) now purposely using different labels
so as to escape emerging political–ideological backlashes against PES (watershed retribu-
tion arrangements in Bolivia are one such example).
34 “Wunder's definition of PES may be elaborated in this way: PES are (i) a voluntary
transaction in order (ii) to preserve or enhance at least one well-defined environmental
service, between (iii) at least one provider, (iv) who clearly cannot be subject to the pol-
luter pays principle4, (v) and at least one buyer, (vi) who offers a payment over a limited
period (vii) as a means for investment in locally productive and sustainable activities”.
35 Ezzine de Blas et al. (submitted for publication) construct in their global analysis of
PES schemes an index measuring “deviation from canonical PES” as one of the compara-
tive characteristics of PES cases.
36 “Did feudalism ever correspond to its concept? Founded in the kingdom of the West
Franks, further developed in Normandy by the Norwegian conquerors, its formation con-
tinued by the French Norsemen in England and Southern Italy, it came nearest to its con-
cept— in Jerusalem, in the kingdom of a day,which in the Assises de Jerusalem left behind
it themost classic expression of the feudal order.Was this order therefore afiction because
it only achieved a short-lived existence in full classical form in Palestine, and even that
mostly only on paper? Or are the concepts which prevail in the natural sciences fictions
because they by no means always coincide with reality? From the moment we accept
the theory of evolution all our concepts of organic life correspond only approximately to
reality.” (Engels, 1895).
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rather than isolation, and with specific framing preconditions
(Wunder et al., 2008). More interesting than a binary inside vs. outside
classification (‘is it PES or not?’) is thus discussing closeness to the ideal
PES model, which also becomes an entry to debating the intervention's
logic and consistency.

5.2. A Revised PES Concept

These considerations still leave us with the practical dilemma of
whom we should invite to our next PES workshop and whom not:
how do we measure distance from the ideal type? Are there any sine
qua non features that we would definitely not want to see omitted in a
real-world PES scheme? In agreement with Sommerville et al (2009), I
believe conditionality stands as a PES defining feature that at least in in-
strument design should always be present, if we are to respect the logic
of the aforementioned analytical contributions. Obviously, we should
also expect de facto conditionality in implementation to vary in degree,
across initiatives and over time. Conditionality, as the performance-
based quid pro quo right of ending an agreement, is what makes PES
the frontrunner of a new paradigm of contractual conservation. Condi-
tionality also somehow mediates the other criteria: at least two parties
have to transact, some voluntariness is needed so one of them can dis-
continue the deal in cases of non-compliance, which again has to be
based on some tangible performance criterion.

Table 3 proposes and explains a slightly modified version of the
Wunder (2005) definition with detailed explanatory notes that capture
many of the above observations from the literature. The purpose here is
not to discard the functionality of my previous definition, but to offer
some clarifications that could ease its understanding. Accordingly, and
after thorough peer discussions of some earlier draft versions,37 it is
suggested that payments for environmental services (PES) can be
defined as:

(1) voluntary transactions
(2) between service users
(3) and service providers
(4) that are conditional on agreed rules of natural resource manage-

ment
(5) for generating offsite services.

Where are the differences to the 2005 definition? Some simplifica-
tions aside, first this definition takes on board the observation that by
farmost agreements are constructed around resource-use proxies, rath-
er than referring to ES proper (which cannot always be “well-defined”)
as the prime measurable performance and compliance indicator.
Yet, buyers will normally also want to monitor aggregate ES
additionality of the intervention, though neither environmental nor
welfare (‘pro-poor’) outcomes should enter the definition (see above).
In fact, the argument has beenmade that PES contracts could bemore ef-
ficient if theywere at least partially conditional uponmonitored ES deliv-
ery (Hanley and White, 2014). This would require that contractual ES
provision can be monitored at reasonable transaction costs, and that ES
providers are willing to share the risks that separate land-use proxies
from ES flows; inmany cases neither of the two assumptionsmay hold.38

Second, the terms “buyer” and “seller” gave some readers an inade-
quate market association (Muradian et al., 2010; Gómez-Baggethun
et al., 2010). I have thus employed the “user” and “provider” terms in-
stead, which is the pool of people any ES buyers and sellers would be re-
cruited from. Notably, users and providers can either act individually or
37 I am here grateful in particular to Stefano Pagiola for a fruitful exchange of opinions
(see Acknowledgments for other contributors).
38 For instance, imagine a group of landowners being rewarded directly formeasured re-
ductions in downstreamwater sedimentation. They could take all the right land-use steps
to reduce soil erosion, and yet still see increased river sedimentation, due to extreme
weather events. Being paid for ES delivered, they would thus have to assume the weather
risks of ES provision.
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Table 3
A revised PES definition: some annotated guidelines.

Feature Wunder (2005) Modified proposal Explanatory notes (for modified proposal)

Term Payments for
environmental services

Payments for
environmental services

a) “Environmental” and alternative term “ecological” are used as close substitutes
b) “Payments” should functionally compensate ES provision costs, provide on top an
additional ES incentive, balanced with strategic rewards to pre-compliant ES providers.

Acronym PES PES
Voluntary Yes Yes Collective organization of ES providers and/or users (more frequently occurring on

user side) may de facto restrict the degree of voluntariness of individuals
Transfer Transaction Transaction a) Could be market-based (with competitive forces in play), but in most cases is not

b) In most cases involves a written contract
c) Is often facilitated by an intermediary

Demand side Buyer Service users a) ES use(r)s including here some non-use benefits (e.g. option and existence values).
b) Enrolled ES users become ES buyers ex post
c) ES users may organize in single units (e.g. a firm), clubs (e.g. user association), or
government-financed PES (local, national) — as highest-level aggregation of ES users
d) Often intermediaries (e.g. civil society) bring together ES users and providers

Supply side Seller Service providers a) ES providers may be landowners (with or without title), tenants, concessionaires —
effective stewardship managing ES provision is key requirement
b) ES providers may be individuals or collectively organized/contracted
c) Enrolled ES providers become ES sellers ex post

Conditional Yes Yes a) Conditionality by design is the single sine qua non defining feature of PES
b) Implementation will exhibit varying degrees of de facto achieved conditionality

Nature-related action ES provision
(or land use proxy)

Agreed rules of natural
resource management

a) Compliance of ES providers is normally (but not always) w.r.t. pre-agreed resource-
use rules, not payments for hard-to-measure (and fluctuating/risky) ES provided
b) “Land use” would restricts us from including marine PES
c) Most PES are area-based.

Service ES well-defined Offsite services a) PES adequate for internalizing offsite externalities (i.e. spatially set apart from
provider's land-use jurisdiction).
b) ES may be bundled, but clear ES target delimitation may improve implementation

Additional for environment – – Desirable impact, but not a definitional feature
Welfare gains – – Desirable impact, but not a definitional feature

Note: factor not mentioned; left open-ended.
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organize collectively (e.g. when free-rider problems abound) — with
government as the highest level of user aggregation, creating a special
PES case that is deviating slightly from the Coasean ideal. ES providers,
whether formal landowners or not, basically need to fulfill an environ-
mental stewardship function, i.e. manage the natural resources they
control, in the (land or water) area they are contractually responsible
for, in ways that respect the rules agreed to with ES users.

Third, thewording “for generating offsite services” deliberately links
PES to the aforementioned subset of environmental externalities, which
the resource-use rules aim to address. The ES beneficiaries are thus ex-
ternal to the physical site where ES provision is generated. Since ES
users are enjoying their benefits in a distinct location, they cannot be di-
rectly charged for them,making a PES arrangement pertinent. Note that
ES "users" also can derive some benefits that strictly speaking are non-
use values (e.g. cultural, option, or existence) values.39

What things have notably not changed? Conditionality is now
outlined as the single most important PES feature. Voluntariness is
also preserved as criterion, including in order to label some cases
where farmers were seemingly forced to participate in PES (e.g. in
Vietnam or China) as deviations from the PES principle (Wunder et al.,
2008). I agree with Tacconi (2012) and Porras et al. (2012) that individ-
ual agents' voluntariness can be severely restricted, especially for ES
users/buyers. However, I don't believe this relates to specific buyer-
side issues, but to the fact that collective decision-making at different
aggregation levels (user associations, utility companies, municipalities,
or governments) for public or club goods is more common for ES
users than providers. Yet, fully similar restrictions can occur for ES pro-
viders when these sell services collectively; e.g. subgroups of house-
holds within communities may be made worse off without being
able to exit PES individually.40 Voluntariness restrictions thus seem
39 I considered instead the more inclusive term “ES beneficiaries”, but comments re-
ceived indicated that this term is often associated with PES recipients, i.e. the providers.
40 One such example is in the CAMPFIRE program,where households living closest to the
focused wildlife areas clearly faced the highest ES provision costs, but had no choice of in-
dependently leaving theprogram that their community had signedup for (Frost andBond,
2008).
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best addressed by explanatory notes featuring the possibility of limita-
tions imposed on individual decision-making by collective ES action:
at the collective level, both users and providers need to have the
power to discontinue the agreement; otherwise conditionality cannot
function.

This bounded definition should still satisfy all the four criteria set out
in Section 2 (precision, distinctiveness, robustness, and simplicity). In
particular, it should be sufficiently simple for PES implementers and
policy makers to understand, thus also easing future empirical assess-
ments of PES effectiveness. It clearly distinguishes PES from ICDP, and
even from ecocertification (which is not a direct user–provider transac-
tion). The fact that conditionality is emphasized now as quintessential
to PES should also help implementers in settingpriorities, hopefully em-
phasizing this particular design feature.

On a closing note, being close to or far away from a narrowly set PES
definition does not necessarily say anything about how well-designed
or -implemented an environmental intervention is: ‘PES-like’ is not
per se an inferior classification to PES; customizations, policy mixes
and combinations can represent perfect adaptations to complex reali-
ties. However, the ‘PES-like’ label can typically be made more precise
by analyzing explicitly fromwhich other instrument types the interven-
tion has drawn inspiration.41 This may help us better understand
the elements of logic behind the real-world intervention, and the as-
sumptions needed for that logic to function. Having analyzed these phe-
nomena with the needed conceptual clarity will doubtlessly be the first
step in that direction.
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